Abstract: Using the production of a Higgs boson in association with a W boson as a test case, we assess the impact of dimension-8 operators within the context of the Standard Model Effective Field Theory. Dimension-8-SM-interference and dimension-6-squared terms appear at the same order in an expansion in 1/Λ, hence dimension-8 effects can be treated as a systematic uncertainty on the new physics inferred from analyses using dimension-6 operators alone. To study the phenomenological consequences of dimension-8 operators, one must first determine the complete set of operators that can contribute to a given process. We accomplish this through a combination of Hilbert series methods, which yield the number of invariants and their field content, and a step-by-step recipe to convert the Hilbert series output into a phenomenologically useful format. The recipe we provide is general and applies to any other process within the dimension ≤ 8 Standard Model Effective Theory. We quantify the effects of dimension-8 by turning on one dimension-6 operator at a time and setting all dimension-8 operator coefficients to the same magnitude. Under this procedure and given the current accuracy on σ(pp → h W + ), we find the effect of dimension-8 operators on the inferred new physics scale to be small, O(few %), with some variation depending on the relative signs of the dimension-8 coefficients and on which dimension-6 operator is considered. The impact of the dimension-8 terms grows as σ(pp → h W + ) is measured more accurately or (more significantly) in high-mass kinematic regions. We provide a FeynRules implementation of our operator set to be used for further more detailed analyses.
1 Introduction and motivation
The particle physicist's dream-direct detection of high-scale physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM)-has yet to be realised. As we transition into an era of precision Higgs measurements, an appropriate framework for testing the Standard Model (SM) is to treat it as an Effective Field Theory (EFT). From an EFT perspective, the SM Lagrangian is merely the first few terms in the (infinite) series:
where Λ is the cutoff of the effective theory, c The direct observation of new physics might be beyond the reach of the LHC, but it could still manifest indirectly as contributions to the Wilson coefficients of the effective theory. Constraining these coefficients is a powerful and general way to probe BSM models, since any weakly-coupled high-mass state can be integrated out to give a particular pattern of coefficient values.
The current state of the art is the classification and study of dimension-6 operators [1] [2] [3] [4] . Several different non-redundant bases have been constructed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , as have dictionaries that allow translation between them [10, 11] . Via detailed phenomenological studies and global fits, many of the Wilson coefficients of these operators have been constrained . Some progress has also be made at dimension-8, particularly in the gauge sector [40] [41] [42] .
Representing the scale at which the new physics appears as Λ, one can schematically write the amplitude for a given process as
where A SM stands for the Standard Model amplitude, and A dim-6 is the correction coming from the dimension-6 EFT. The leading-order correction to the cross-section, at O(1/Λ 2 ), is therefore an interference term of the form A SM × A dim-6 . We also have an |A dim-6 | 2 correction at order O(1/Λ 4 ), which can be readily computed with current dimension-6 technology. However, consistent power-counting would require that, alongside |A dim-6 | 2 terms, we include A SM × A dim-8 interference effects, where now:
In other words, A SM × A dim-8 interference and |A dim-6 | 2 terms both appear at O(1/Λ 4 ), and so naively should be given equal consideration. Given that so much progress has already been made at dimension-6, it is natural to ask whether complementing our analyses with dimension-8 operators can have any effect on current constraints. The are two distinct scenarios one might consider:
1. The new physics is dominated by A SM ×A dim-6 , i.e. interference terms between dimension-6 contributions and the Standard Model. This is what one would naively expect whenever the scale of new physics is high in comparison with the electroweak scale.
2. The leading effect of new physics is instead |A dim-6 | 2 , potentially of the same order as the A SM × A dim-8 interference terms. This situation could arise due an accidental suppression, or indicate an underlying structure in the BSM context. For example, the interference could be suppressed by ratios of the weak scale to the cutoff Λ to some power. One way this can occur is if there is a helicity mismatch between the SM and dimension-6 operators [43] . Another possibility is if the dimension-6 operators are purely CP-odd and the observable is a CP-even quantity. Or, when focusing on specific kinematic regimes, the SM content could be small and lead to the dominance of |A dim-6 | 2 effects on a particular experimental bin.
In each of these cases, we would like to know whether including dimension-8 operators can significantly alter the bounds we put on the dimension-6 Wilson coefficients. It may prove that an analysis purely at the dimension-6 level is inadequate, or that dimension-8 effects should be accounted for as a systematic uncertainty.
Constructing a complete set of effective operators at any given order is not a trivial task. It is well known that including every operator allowed by the symmetries of the theory results in an over-complete set: operators will be related to others via the equations of motion (EOM) and/or integration by parts (IBP). As discussed and illustrated in Refs. [44, 45] , the task is facilitated by a mathematical tool known as the Hilbert series. Given a set of objects transforming in representations of the symmetry group, the Hilbert series generates all polynomials of the objects-incorporating the symmetry (or antisymmetry) under the interchange of identical objects-and projects out all invariants using character orthonormality. Hilbert series techniques have found use in a number of theoretical [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] and phenomenological [4, 44, 45, [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] contexts. Applied to the SMEFT, the relevant symmetry group for the Hilbert series is the Lorentz symmetry group plus the SU (3) ⊗ SU (2) ⊗ U (1) gauge groups, and the objects entering the Hilbert series are the SM fields {Q, u c , d c , L, e c , H} plus the gauge field strengths. As character orthonormality only strictly applies to compact groups, we work with the Euclideanized Lorentz symmetry SO(4) ∼ = SU (2) L ⊗ SU (2) R . Furthermore, to correctly incorporate IBP redundancies we place all objects into representations of the conformal SO(4, 2) group instead of the Lorentz group. The conformal representations package a field and all of its derivatives into a single object 1 , and we remove the IBP redundancy from any product of objects by projecting out the highest weight component (again via character orthonormality, with some minor modifications due to the non-compact nature of SO(4, 2)).
In the SMEFT it is natural to order the invariants by their mass dimension. The output of the Hilbert series is the number of invariants at each mass dimension, and the field content of the invariants. For example, applying the Hilbert series to the SMEFT, one of the dimension-6 invariants is 4) indicating that there are two operators containing two derivatives and four Higgs fields. What the Hilbert series does not tell us is how the various indices carried by each of the fields should be contracted. We must manually translate the output of the Hilbert series into a format that is useful for calculating Feynman rules, or for inputting into computational tools such as FeynRules [68] [69] [70] . In the case of the operator in Eq. (1.4), we need to work out which fields the derivatives act on and how the Lorentz and SU (2) w indices are contracted. Converting the Hilbert series output into a more familiar form is one of the goals of this paper. The full set of 993 dimension-8 SMEFT operators 2 is listed in Ref. [4] and available in Mathematica format. While the recipe we outline in the following will work for all operators of any mass dimension, in this paper we explicitly work out the conversion from Hilbert series output to operators for only a subset of dimension-8 operators. It is our hope that the recipe and examples provided will facilitate the extraction of the remaining operators for the purposes of more general and in-depth analyses. Looking to phenomenology for guidance, we have chosen to illustrate the procedure for operators which contribute to pp → h W . This process is a good choice for several reasons. First, it is a relatively clean process that can be measured at high Q 2 , where higher dimensional operators become important [71, 72] . Second, it severely restricts the number of relevant dimension-8 operators. After translating the set of required operators, we investigate pp → h W , exploring how constraints on dimension-6 Wilson coefficients are affected by the inclusion of dimension-8 effects. Our analysis focusses on one specific example but in principle one can use this technology to study many other processes, for example a Higgs boson produced in association with top quarks, or through vector boson fusion. To this end we also make publicly available the FeynRules implementation of this set of operators, so that future work can extend our analysis.
Dimension-8 operator set
The SMEFT inputs to the Hilbert series are the matter fields {Q, u c , d c , L, e c , H}, their hermitian conjugates, and the field strength tensors. We take all fermions to be left-handed and work with combinations of the field strengths and their duals X µν L,R = 1 2 (X µν ∓ i X µν ), where X = B, W, G for hypercharge, SU (2) w and SU (3) c respectively, since they have sim-
We list the full set of SMEFT representations in Table 1 using the convention (SU (2 
The fields are dressed with characters corresponding to their gauge and conformal representations, and plugged into the Hilbert series generating function. Details of the characters, and of the reduction of the polynomial produced by the generating function to gauge and Lorentz singlets, can be found in Refs. [4, 44, 45] . Weighting each operator in the output by its mass dimension, we can easily filter out the dimension-8 operators.
As mentioned in the introduction, we have chosen to illustrate the procedure for operators that can contribute to pp → h W processes. Following the power-counting argument in Eq. (1.3), we are interested in the subset of dimension-8 operators that can interfere with the SM contributions to pp → h W . If we take all first and second generation fermions to be Figure 1 . Operators of the first type are purely bosonic and involve Higgs fields, derivatives, and field strengths, while operators of the latter two types must involve a like-chirality fermion-antifermion pair, at most one field strength, Higgs fields and derivatives. All three operator types must be included in order to have a basis-independent result. We will not consider modifications to the W -boson couplings to leptons; in doing so we are assuming that the W boson is an on-shell final-state particle. We now extract from the Hilbert series the relevant pieces for the operators we wish to consider. Due to the way EOM are handled in the Hilbert series machinery, its output is always in the so-called Warsaw basis [5] , where higher derivative terms are removed in favor of operators with more fields whenever possible. Therefore, when combining dimension-8 and dimension-6 effects in later sections, we use the Warsaw basis for dimension-6. For other advantages of the Warsaw basis, see Refs. [43, 73, 74] . Focusing first on the bosonic operators, we can group the dimension-8 operators according to the number of derivatives. At O(D 0 ), we find: Figure 1 . Diagrams contributing to pp → h W ± . The shaded circles represent integrated-out new physics, and mark the vertices modified by the HDOs we have included in our analysis. Left: Associated production via an s-channel W boson. In this case the purely bosonic operators modify the hW W coupling, and the contact operators modify the quark-W vertex. Right: The four-point contact interaction that can also mediate pp → h W ± .
form at the end.
Now we turn to our first example:
As the coefficient of this Hilbert series output is 1, there is one invariant to find. The operator involves three different fields, each of which occurs twice. As H † = H and B L are all bosonic, each block of (field) 2 must be symmetric. Starting with the Higgs field and dropping the SU (3) c and U (1) Y entries for brevity, 
This decomposition is also straightforward: the symmetric product of two spin-1 fields must be spin-0 or spin-2 6 . Multiplying the three blocks together gives:
Choosing the 0 from the SU (2) L and SU (2) w products we get the one invariant promised by the Hilbert series. Notice we have 0 ⊕ 1 ⊕ 2 in the SU (2) w portion since there is no (anti)symmetrization left to eliminate a piece.
The above procedure takes us through step 2. For step 3, we can focus on the Higgs portion since that contains all the SU (2) w dependence. For SU (2), the only object available to contract indices is ij . The contraction that does not vanish is:
(2.8) 5 We define 12 = − 21 = 21 = − 12 = 1, following the conventions in [76] . 6 The reader may wonder why we are using Lorentz representations in this section after alluding to conformal representations in Sec. 1. Conformal representations package an object and all its derivatives together and are useful for automatically incorporating IBP and EOM redundancies. To explicitly construct operators for given field (and derivative) content, working with Lorentz representations is sufficient.
The contraction of i with m and j with k is equivalent since i ↔ j, k ↔ m is symmetric, and contracting i with j gives zero. Written in a more familiar way, we have
where we have ignored any overall factors of 2 or -1. Moving on to SU (2) L , B L sits in the triplet representation, so in terms of fundamental SU (2) L indices it is a symmetric tensor B L{αβ} . Taking the product of two B L fields, the SU (2) L invariant comes from contracting the indices with :
To convert from this format to the more familiar SO(3, 1) language (step 4), our starting point is the decomposition of antisymmetric tensors [77] :
where µ, ν are the usual SO(3, 1) indices and undotted (dotted) α, β are SU (2) L (SU (2) R ) indices. We can see that A sits in the (1, 0) representation of SU (2) L ⊗ SU (2) R while B sits in (0, 1). Manipulating Eq. (2.11) using the properties of and the σ matrices [76] , we find , with the net result: 
L , which also has non-trivial SU (2) w contractions and is presented in Appendix C. These choices are inevitable and represent a choice of basis. Note the dimension-8 CPV terms will not affect cross sections at O(1/Λ 4 ) since they have no SM piece to interfere with. We include them purely for completeness and to show how the operator counting works at different stages of the translation process.
The steps above carry over to operators with a single derivative. The new ingredient is the derivative D, which transforms as ( , where A, B, C are SMEFT fields, the first conversion step is to partition the derivative among the fields. This is not as automatic as it seems, since i.) we are only interested in products of derivatives and fields that do not reduce by the equations of motion, and ii.) it is often the case that we cannot apply the derivative to all fields present, e.g. for D ABC there may be no way to make an invariant with AB D(C). The procedure for removing EOM-reducible terms in Hilbert series output was put forth in Ref. [44] . In short, we treat Dψ (ψ a left-handed fermion) as a Lorentz (1,
and we can convert between SU (2) L × SU (2) R and SO(3, 1) using
8 Said differently, the Hilbert series output dictates the number of real operator coefficients for a given field content. Customarily, bosonic operators are written in the form of Eq. (2.16), with real coefficients, while fermionic operators are written in the form of Eq. (2.15), with complex coefficients and an implicit addition of the hermitian conjugate.
9 There is no EOM reduction for scalars at O(D), where Dφ ∼ (
). There is reduction at O(D 2 ), where
In the manipulations above we have only shown the Lorentz part of the representations. Once partitioned onto a field, the derivative should be thought of as a covariant derivative, so Dψ, DX L , etc. will carry the gauge representations appropriate to ψ, X L , etc. Once we know which derivative partitions are allowed, we are free to pick which one to use since they are easily related to each other by integration by parts. For example, if D(ABC) = D(A)BC + A D(B)C then we may pick whichever we like as our operator. Once we have chosen how to partition the derivative, we proceed with steps 1 − 6 of Sec. 2.1 to convert them into operators. There are no purely bosonic operators in the SMEFT containing a single derivative, therefore we defer an example of an O(D) operator (involving fermions) to Appendix C.
Operators with two or more derivatives
Operators containing two or more derivatives are trickier. The presence of derivatives implies that we have redundancies due to integration by parts, which can shift the covariant derivative from one field to another, and the equations of motion. We must be careful to ensure that our final result does not contain any redundancies, but has enough flexibility to generate (via IBP) any operator with the same fields and number of derivatives. As before, these issues are best demonstrated with an example.
Example
Let us look at one of the classes of operators from Eq.
The Hilbert series tells us that there are only two independent invariants for this combination of fields and derivatives, but which two operators do we pick? At first glance there are multiple ways of placing the derivatives,
If all operators were equal, we could just pick any two. However, this is not the case. After picking one operator from Eq. (2.18) there are some choices for the second operator which-combined with the original operator-can transform via IBP into any of the other
operators, while there are other operators that will only transform into a subset. Said another way, we need to pick two operators that any of the possible
operators can be reduced to by successive IBP. In order to make the right choice in this example and in similar cases, we need to know how IBP relates all operators with a given field and derivative content.
To systematically understand the IBP relations and their use in reducing the number of operators, we will follow the approach described in Ref. [45] . Our first step is to enumerate the ways to partition the derivatives, as partially illustrated in Eq. (2.18). Given our previous experience with adding indices, we can immediately recognize that i.) D 2 H † and D 2 H will never admit a Lorentz singlet since all other fields only transform under Lorentz SU (2) L , and
αβ αβ γξ δη
αβ αβ γξ δη ii.) the SU (2) w part of the index contraction is trivial, as H † i H j must form a triplet to contract with W L . Partitioning the derivatives all possible ways, there are seven different operators in
The operators are listed in Table 2 with SU (2) w indices suppressed.
The first two operators correspond to the two ways we can pair (DH
We will stick to the SU (2) L ⊗SU (2) R form of Lorentz symmetry throughout to avoid translating derivatives of field strengths into SO(3, 1) language. When contracting indices we have made a choice of the overall sign. Nothing will depend on this choice, but we do need to be careful to stick with this convention.
Next, we need the set of operators with one less derivative, D(H † HB L W L ) that sits in the four-vector Lorentz representation. The group theory here follows exactly as before, except that we are picking products in the ( Table 3 .
The relation between the y i -gauge invariant operators with one fewer derivative and sitting in the four-vector Lorentz representation-and IBP is now easy to see. Contracting any of the y i with a final derivative results in a linear combination of D 2 (H † HB L W L ) operators making up a total derivative. Therefore, each D(y i ) equation provides an IBP relation among 10 In the first operator the Lorentz indices of DH † DH are stitched together to form a singlet, as are the indices of BL WL. In the second operator, we pick out the (1, 0) part of BLWL by contracting one index on each field strength together, then combine that object with the (1, 0) piece of DH † DH. The two operators represent the two different ways to tie the indices of DH † DH to the indices of BLWL; we could collapse the two operators to one (plus a piece looking like x1) via the Schouten identity, but the current form makes the algebra easier. Table 3 . Operators of the type D(H † HB L W L ) that are gauge-invariant but sit in the Lorentz fourvector representation. The number of operators in this class can be generated automatically via the same procedure that projects out the number of total invariants. As in Table 2 , we have suppressed SU (2) w indices. the higher-derivative terms. For example:
where we will usually have to do some index juggling to get the contractions in D(y 1 ) to match those of the x i . Notice that in addition to adding the derivative, we have to specify (and stick to) a convention on how to stitch up the remaining indices. The net result of D(y 1 ) is that x 1 , x 3 and x 4 are not all independent, i.e. given two we can generate the third.
Following this logic, each of the other D(y i ) provides a relation, or constraint, among the x i . If each of the D(y i ) were independent, this would tell us that the true number of independent operators-including IBP relations-is #D 2 operators−#D operators, #x i − #y i , or more generally (# operators at O(D m )) − (# operators at O(D m−1 )). However, in practice, the constraint equations are often redundant, making the number of independent constraints < #y i .
To get at the number of independent constraints, we can write the constraint equations as a matrix with each D(y i ) as a row acting on a vector of x i , and then determine its rank. For the example here, carrying out the same manipulations as in Eq. (2.19) for the rest of the y i , we find: 
The constraint matrix M IBP has rank 5, indicating only five of the six IBP relations are actually independent. Applying five constraints to seven operators leaves us with two independent operators, in agreement with the Hilbert series counting. While tedious, this constraint procedure can be applied to any operator type (fermion or bosons, D > 1), including those with multiple electroweak contractions. After this treatment of IBP relations was put forward in [45] and applied to the SMEFT, later work [4] showed it had missed some operators by overcounting IBP relations. Revisiting the constraint procedure here, we find that the error in Ref. [45] did not lie in the method, but was due to mathematical mistakes made when applying the method 11 . When applied correctly, the number of independent operators (after IBP) found using the constraint method agrees with the Hilbert series counting (at least at dimension ≤ 8). The payoff of the constraint method is that it gives us the actual form of the operators and tells us which operators are related by IBP and which are not. For the example at hand, after row-reducing M IBP we find it can be distilled to the following relations:
From these relations, we see that x 1 and x 2 are sufficient to generate all seven operators. Thus, given a combination c i x i , we can IBP repeatedly (throwing away surface terms) and collapse the sum into c 1,ef f x 1 + c 2,ef f x 2 , with c ef f some linear combination of the initial c i . We could collapse the sum into other pairs of operators, such as {x 1 , x 3 } or {x 6 , x 7 }, however there are also other pairs, such as {x 4 , x 5 }, that we could not reduce to. Choosing {x 1 , x 2 } to span the set, reintroducing the SU (2) w indices, and performing steps 4 and 6 from Sec. 2.1, we are left with:
where, as in Eq. (2.14), we have converted to H † 2 format. One remaining question is the origin of the IBP relation redundancies. Combining several of the y i and manipulating indices, we see that some combinations of the constraint operators can be expressed as a total derivative:
When we apply a final derivative, Eq. • For the bosonic terms there are a total of 17 operators with no derivatives, corresponding to the eight terms in Eq. (2.1) and their hermitian conjugates, along with the single self-hermitian term. The set is listed in Table 4 . As explained in Sec. 2.1, we have made some choices about how to display indices (e.g. triplets vs. doublets) and what linear combinations to take to form operators with simple properties under CP transformations. These choices constitute a choice of basis.
• Table 5 contains the bosonic operators with two derivatives. There are 26 operators, corresponding to ten terms in Eq. (2.2) plus their hermitian conjugates, and the six self-hermitian terms. Because there are derivatives, there is even more choice than in Table 4 . The 17 derivative-free operators after conversion to the standard X, X notation for the field-strength tensors and with H † in the2 representation. Table 5 . The 26 two-derivative operators after conversion to the standard X, X notation (plus linear combinations). Factors of i are included where necessary so that the operators are explicitly self-hermitian with real coefficients. Table 4 . When possible, we have opted to put the derivatives on the Higgs fields as this makes implementing the operators into FeynRules easier.
• Table 6 contains the three bosonic operators at O(D 4 ). When forming these operators (and all others in this section) we have ignored overall signs or numerical factors. Table 6 . The explicit forms of the three bosonic dimension-8 operators containing at least one Higgs field and four derivatives. These three operators have three independent real coefficients. • Finally, Table 7 contains the fermionic operators that contribute to pp → h W , either by contributing to theqqW vertices or through direct four-point contact terms. There are no terms with even numbers of derivatives, as operators of that sort always contain a mixed chirality fermion pair and therefore do not interfere with SM pp → h W amplitudes. Here,
The left-hand column of Table 7 shows the 12 operators derived from D(Q † Q H † HW L,R ), grouped into CP-even/odd pairs. These operators are each accompanied by a real coefficient in the Lagrangian, however one could also combine each pair, e.g. O 8,QW 1 and O 8,QW 1 , into a complex operator with complex coefficient. The 8 operators on the right-hand side correspond to D(Q † Q H 2 (H † ) 2 ) and D 3 (Q † QH † H). These operators are accompanied by real coefficients. Throughout this list we have chosen to put derivatives on the Higgs fields whenever possible. However, while it is possible to form an invariant with three derivatives on Higgs fields, Q † Q D 2 H † DH and Q † Q DH † D 2 H (each with two electroweak index contraction possibilities), the two are not independent under IBP so we cannot span the full set of D 3 (Q † QH † H) operators with them. Rather than choose one, Q † Q D 2 H † DH or Q † Q DH † D 2 H, we have opted for a more symmetric choice involving two derivatives on Higgs fields and one on a fermion field.
Using Table 7 Tables 4-7 with dimension-6 operators (enumerated in Appendix B), higher-dimensional terms manifest in a number of ways. Bosonic operators directly enter into pp → hW ± by modifying the hW W vertex, while fermionic operators (e.g. Table 7 ) either modify theqqW ± vertex or enter asqqhW ± contact terms. Additionally, higher-dimensional operators introduce corrections to the SM field kinetic terms. For instance, O 8,HB leads to a correction to the U (1) kinetic term, c 8,HB (v 4 /Λ 4 )B µν B µν , and similarly O 8,HD leads to a correction to the Higgs kinetic term. To ensure that all fields are canonically normalized we must make a set of field redefinitions. These redefinitions lead to shifts in electroweak parameters like couplings and mass terms. One needs to make a choice of experimental input parameters and shift others as derived parameters. For a discussion of this procedure in the case of dimension-6 operators, see Refs. [85, 86] . Dimension-8 operators introduce a dependence of the electroweak parameters on the shifts at order 1/Λ 4 and need to be handled with care. Details of this procedure are presented in Appendix D.
Combining the operators in
After carrying out the normalization and EW input procedure, we next sketch the Feynman rules for theqqW , hW W , andqqhW vertices. We take all momenta to be ingoing and enforce on-shell conditions on the Higgs and fermion fields, but not on the gauge bosons. While it is possible to remove the dependence on one field momentum in each vertex by imposing momentum conservation, we choose not to do so. To be more compact and make the different Lorentz structures clearer, we first express the Feynman rules in terms of form factors c f f V i , c hW W i , c f f W hi 13 :
13 For simplicity, we neglect CP-odd operators throughout this discussion.
The full expressions for the form factors are provided in Appendix E 14 .
Using these vertices to calculateσ(pp → h W + ) in terms of the dimension-6 or -8 coefficients, the full expression is not particularly illuminating. However, a quick way to see how dimension-8 effects enter and what are the most important operators is to take the limit of largeŝ, as that will expose differences in the high energy behavior of dimension-6 vs. dimension-8. We find:
The largest growth is linear inŝ, as expected from simple power-counting arguments, and the operators that enter are a dimension-6 contact term (squared), and a combination of 
. However, this operator also modifies fermion couplings to W and Z bosons (through the form factor c f f V 0 in Eq. (4.1)). Strong constraints on deviations of W and Z couplings to fermions implies that these operators must have small coefficients, see e.g. Ref. [8] . Examining Eq. (4.1), we see that the D 3 (Q † QH † H) contact terms are not tied toqqV modifications. Thus, if we take c (3) Hq → 0 to avoidqqV constraints, the part ofσ(pp → h W + ) that grows with energy is controlled by dimension-8 operators alone. In this case, the cross section contributions from
Λ 4 -so there are energy regimes where dimension-8 effects are dominant at 1/Λ 4 . To quantitatively evaluate the effects we can expect at the proton level, we turn to numerics.
As a rough estimate of the impact of dimension-8 operators, we study the rate of pp → h W + in a scenario with a single dimension-6 operator and all dimension-8 operators. We choose O HW as the representative dimension-6 operator and for simplicity define c HW ≡ 1/Λ 2 6 and set all other dimension-6 coefficients to zero. We take all dimension-8 operator coefficients to have the same magnitude, |c 8,i | ≡ 1/Λ 4 8 but leave the signs to float since there can be cancellations among different operators (see Eq. (4.4)). For a fixed c HW (Λ 6 ), the limit Λ 8 → ∞ corresponds to no dimension-8 effects. Decreasing Λ 8 , we add in the dimension-8 effects. For each Λ 6 , Λ 8 , and sign choice for the coefficients 15 , we fold the parton-level results with parton distribution functions 16 , then calculate the shift in the pp → h W + rate relative to the SM, |∆µ(pp
If we pick the signs of all dimension-8 coefficients to be positive, the result is shown in the top panels Fig. 2 . In the bottom panels of Fig. 2 we show the result if we instead choose signs of the dimension-8 coefficients that enhance their contributions at large √ s 17 .
The blue line in Fig. 2 The first condition is independent of the dimension-6 effect, while the latter ties the two terms together. As c HW decreases (Λ 6 increases), the second condition becomes the stronger of the two, causing the 15 As demonstrated in Refs. [92, 93] , it is possible that analyticity and unitarity requirements forbid certain signs for higher dimensional operator coefficients. We ignore this possibility here and assume the coefficients can have either sign. 16 We use MSTW2008nnlo [87] parton distribution functions with factorization scale set to √ŝ . 17 The sign assignment is the following: c8,HD2, c8,HDHW , c8,QW 3, c8,QW 5, c8,3Q1, c8,3Q3, c8,3Q4 positive (= + 1 Λ 4 8 ); and c8,HD, c8,HW B , c8,HW , c8,HW 2, c8,Q2, c8,Q3, c8,Q4, c8,HDHW 2, c8,3Q2 negative. tapering in the band of dimension-8 effects. We also require the condition A SM × A dim-6 > |A dim-6 | 2 in all calculations, which sets the maximum c HW value (the right-hand edge of the plot).
Comparing the top and bottom panels of Fig. 2 , the band of dimension-8 effects is significantly smaller when we choose all dimension-8 coefficients to have the same sign. The origin of this difference is an accidental cancellation among the dimension-8 terms when they have the same sign and magnitude. Specifically, the c 8,3Q1 , c 8,3Q3 , and c 8,3Q4 terms positively interfere with the SM amplitude, while the c 8,3Q2 , c 8,QW 3 , and c 8,QW 5 terms interfere negatively. The latter do not appear in Eq. (4.4) as they enter the cross section at O(ŝ 0 ), proportional tov 4 /(m 2 W Λ 4 ). Cancellations between the O(ŝ) and O(ŝ 0 ) pieces are possible since the inclusive production of W h is dominantly near threshold, whereŝ ∼ v 2 and thus the two terms are similarly sized. One may think that an accidental cancellation in A dim-8 can be compensated by lowering Λ 8 . However, the |A dim-8 | 2 contribution has no such cancellation, so it overwhelms the A SM × A dim-8 piece even at relatively high Λ 8 . Thus, the net result of the cancellation in A dim-8 and our EFT consistency conditions is that the dimension-8 effects for the positive sign choice are reduced to a sliver. The cancellation in A dim-8 is broken if we relax the assumption of equal size coefficients or fixed signs. Turning on various combinations of dimension-8 couplings and adjusting their signs, we find that results similar in size and shape to the bottom panels in Fig. 2 are far more common; therefore we will use these signs when quantifying the dimension-8 effects. The net effect of the interference is positive for this choice but negative interference is also possible, in which case the yellow band would lie beneath the blue line.
To get an estimate of how much dimension-8 operators affect the extraction of the dimension-6 coefficients, we return to Fig. 2 [89] , and a global precision including all channels of < 10% [90] . We emphasize that our results use a single (but representative) sign assignment and equal-magnitude dimension-8 coefficients, and are therefore only indicative.
To see how the dimension-8 operators affect high-scale kinematic regions, we repeat the σ(pp → h W + ) calculation focussing on a region of high invariant mass, m HW ≡ √ŝ > 500 GeV. The results are shown in Fig. 3 , both for the case where all dimension-8 coefficients are positive and for the sign assignment in Fig. 2 . Compared to the inclusive case, the effects of adding dimension-8 operators are significantly larger and the EFT validity conditions (which must be recalculated for this kinematic region) carve out a different shape. The increasedŝ also disrupts the cancellation in A dim-8 for the inclusive cross section when all dimension-8 coefficients are taken to have the same sign. Quantifying the effect, in the mixed-sign case a measurement of |∆µ(pp → h W + )| m HW >500 GeV = 0. The impact of dimension-8 would be significantly smaller had we neglected the contact terms, illustrating the importance of including all operators that can contribute to a process. This statement is not intended to give the impression that contact terms are special, as the fact that they are the operators with contributions that grow withŝ is an artifact of our use of the Warsaw basis. In other bases, such as the SILH [91] basis, contributions growing witĥ s would still be present though not necessarily originating from contact terms. The relative importance of the different operators would also be different in a scenario with unequal coefficients.
The trends exhibited in Figs. 2 and 3 are not surprising: the more precisely a quantity is measured, the more sensitive it is to higher order corrections; and direct probes of high scales are more sensitive to higher-dimension operators. However, this is the first time dimension-8 effects have been quantified in an LHC process using the complete set of dimension-8 operators.
Our analysis has assumed that only c HW is non-zero. This operator enters σ(pp → h W + ) at O(ŝ 0 ), whereas other dimension-6 contributions carry different energy dependence. We have seen that c HQ , etc. are not radically disparate, it is interesting to investigate the dimension-8 effects in scenarios with different dimension-6 energy dependence. The results of repeating the analysis in this section for c (3) HQ or c H variations can be found in Appendix F. 18 For the common-sign case, √ cHW = 1/(3.08 TeV) including maximum dimension-8 effects, and √ cHW = 1/(2.54 TeV) for Λ8 = Λ6.
Conclusions
In this paper we have evaluated the effect of dimension-8 operators on two Higgs observables, in the context of the Standard Model EFT. For this purpose we have compiled a complete and non-redundant set of dimension-8 operators involving gauge bosons and at least one Higgs boson, along with the fermionic contact operators necessary to study h W production at the LHC. A vital tool aiding in this construction was the Hilbert series, which tells us how many independent operators exist for each combination of fields, accounting for possible redundancies due to the equations of motion and integration by parts. Applied to the SMEFT, we find 17 independent operators with zero derivatives, 26 with two derivatives, 3 with four derivatives, and 20 operators involving h, W and left-handed quarks. Through a series of examples, we outlined the steps required to convert between Hilbert series output-the number of invariants and their field and derivative content-to a canonical, phenomenology-ready form including Lorentz and gauge indices. This set of steps is completely general to relativistic EFTs with fields in linear representations of the defining symmetry groups, and is based on a method first proposed in Ref. [45] . The most involved step in the translation is the imposition of IBP redundancies, which is performed by constructing a matrix of IBP relations between the operators with all possible derivative partitions and the operators with the same field content but fewer derivatives, and then taking the matrix to row-reduced form. The translation procedure would clearly benefit from automation, especially if one would like to extend it to other sets of observables (see Ref. [78] for recent progress in that direction). We have made available the complete set of operators affecting pp → h W in FeynRules format in the hope that it will prove useful for future analyses.
We used this framework to study the impact of dimension-8 operators on the production of a Higgs boson in association with a W + boson. This channel provides a good handle on higher dimensional operators due to the kinematic reach of this topology. Higher dimensional operators contribute to theqqW vertex, hW W vertex, andqqW h contact terms. These contributions accompany different energy dependencies in the cross section. In particular, several contact operators lead to σ(pp → h W + ) contributions that grow withŝ. Unlike their counterparts at dimension-6, the dimension-8 operators that impactqqW h do not modify the trilinearqqV coupling.
To estimate of the effects of dimension-8 operators, we studied scenarios where only one dimension-6 operator coefficient is nonzero and all dimension-8 operator coefficients have equal magnitude but different sign. We quantified the uncertainty on the extracted dimension-6 coefficient value by drawing contours of constant deviation in σ(pp → h W + ) and seeing where they intersected the predictions for additional dimension-6 terms and additional dimensions 6 and 8 terms. Taking c HW = 0 as the representative dimension-6 operator and varying the signs of the dimension-8 operator coefficients, we find the effects of dimension-8 are typically at the percent level for the inclusive cross section at its currently measured accuracy, growing to O(10%) once we reach |∆µ(pp → h W + )| = 0.05. The exact percentage varies depending on whether the dimension-8 effects act coherently or if there is some cancellation among different operators. We define the maximum size of the dimension-8 contribution by demanding EFT consistency, including the requirement that the contribution to the cross section linear in the dimension-8 coefficients makes a larger contribution to the cross section than the quadratic dimension-8 terms. If we focus on high-mass kinematic regions, the effects of dimension-8 operators become much larger. For example, for the coefficient set we use, dimension-8 operators shift the dimension-6 coefficient implied by |∆µ(pp → h W + ) m HW >500 GeV | = 0.2 by 55%. In order to carry out these phenomenological studies, we performed canonical normalization and electroweak input procedures including dimension-8 effects (see Appendix D).
This study and its companion implementation in FeynRules (see Appendix A) open the possibility for experimental collaborations and theoretical analyses to assign a systematic uncertainty to the effect of dimension-8 operators. Within the context of pp → h W + , it would be interesting to carry out uncertainty estimates for dimension-6 operators other than c HW , c Moving beyond pp → h W + , the logical next step is to extend the current FeynRules implementation to more operators and study the impact of dimension-8 effects on Higgs production in association with a Z boson or with top quarks. It would also be interesting to add pure gauge dimension-8 operators (such as those in [40] ) which would affect di-boson and tri-boson production, and to relate these to the anomalous trilinear and quadrilinear gauge couplings (aTGC and aQGC), see for example references [94, 95] .
Note added: As this paper was being completed, Ref. [78] appeared demonstrating a similar method for explicitly constructing non-redundant sets of higher dimensional operators in the SMEFT and beyond. That reference includes a software package automatizing the required steps.
in Appendix B for dimension 6 and Tables 4-7 for dimension 8. The operator coefficients in the .fr files have the same name convention we have used in the text, e.g. c8HD as the coefficient of O 8,HD . Within the files, the operators are grouped according to whether they influence pp → h W + , and the contact operators have been split into individual modules to speed up the code. The difference between the two files is whether or not the canonical normalization and electroweak input procedures described in Appendix D have been carried out. The procedures are needed to consistently include dimension-8 effects but they significantly slow down the running of the current incarnation of the .fr files, so we have provided a version omitting that step. We have made three other simplifications: 1.) we have omitted any four-fermion contributions to G F , 2.) as our focus here is on h W production we have neglected the O(Λ −4 ) difference between sin 2θ and sin 2 θ Z in the coupling of Z bosons to fermions, and 3.) we have omitted all CP-violating dimension-8 fermionic operators. We will address these shortcuts in future versions of the .fr and plan to extend the set of translated operators to explore pp → Zh and pp → V V . To ensure that events with these .fr include dimension-8 interference effects but not |A dim-8 | 2 , one should generate events with the suffix NPˆ2 <=2. Table 8 . The thirteen dimension-6 operators included for comparison with dimension-8 effects. As described in the text, we work with the Warsaw basis.
B Dimension-6 operators
O H (H † H) 3 O HW δ IJ (H † H)W I µν W J µν O H (H † H)D 2 (H † H) O HB (H † H)B µν B µν O HD (D µ H † H)(H † D µ H) O HB (H † H)B µν B µν O HG δ AB (H † H)G A µν G B µν O HW B δ IJ (H † τ I H)W J µν B µν O HG δ AB (H † H)G A µν G B µν O HW B δ IJ (H † τ I H) W J µν B µν O HW δ IJ (H † H)W I µν W J µν O (1) HQ i (Q †σµ Q)(H † ← → D µ H) O (3) HQ i (Q †σµ τ I Q)(H † ← → D µ τ I H)
C Other examples
In this appendix we give two further examples to illustrate the conversion from the Hilbert series output to EFT operators in their canonical form.
In this example we will demonstrate the procedures for handling multiple operators and non-trivial SU (2) w contractions. 
we can pick out the two invariants. One invariant comes from the product of the SU (2) w singlet element of (H † H) 2 with the SU (2) w singlet piece of W 2 L , while the other comes from the SU (2) w spin-2 (symmetric tensor) piece of (H † H) 2 with the corresponding piece of W 2 L . For the product of SU (2) w singlets, the H 2 and (H † ) 2 terms are contracted together 20 , as are the two W L fields,
Similarly, to form the invariant from SU (2) w 2⊗2, we want to contract the symmetric product of the H 2 , (H † ) 2 triplets with the symmetric product of W L triplets
where the in the H 2 product appears (as in Eq. (C.2)) because H † is a 2 of SU (2) w . The two terms are identical, so the operator collapses to
Technically, to form a true spin-2 representation from the product of spin-1 (triplet) representations, we should have subtracted a piece proportional to δ AB . However, as a δ AB would 19 Symmetrizing will depend on the representation we are working with; for SU (2) triplets the symmetric combinations of XA YB (spin-0) are with δ AB or the two-index symmetric tensor X {A Y B} (spin-2), while the antisymmetric case is the antisymmetric tensor X (A Y B) = vector, ABC XAYB (spin-1). However if we deal with SU (2) doublets, spin-0 is the antisymmetric combination ij xiyj while spin-1 (vector) is the symmetric case x {i y j} . 20 
The goal of this example is to show how to manipulate operators with fermions and operators with a single derivative. As discussed in Sec. 2.1, the first step is to enumerate the ways we can partition the derivative. The derivative cannot act on Q or Q † since DQ, DQ † will transform under both Lorentz SU (2) L and SU (2) R , while the other object in a non-trivial Lorentz representation only transforms under one of the two. The derivative can therefore either act on H or H † , so let us begin with DH. There are no repeated fermion fields so we do not need to worry about anytisymmetrization, and we can ignore SU (3) since it is clear that we only want the color-singlet portion of QQ † . Sticking with just Lorentz and SU (2) w indices and grouping terms conveniently:
This gives three terms, roughly: i.) the triplet of Q † Q contracted with the H † triplet, ii.) the triplet of H DH contracted with the H † triplet, or iii.) contracting all three triplets with an IJK . Using SU (2) w indices the terms are:
where we have ignored any terms with the derivative on the Q, Q † since we know they cannot yield invariants. Since the SU (2) w indices are all symmetric, the second term is the same as the original operator and the factor of 2 arises since differentiating either of the H † gives the same result. Ignoring the total derivative and rearranging, we find IBP gives:
D Electroweak inputs and field redefinitions
Expanded out to dimension-8, the electroweak sector of the SMEFT is a function of the gauge couplings, the Higgs quartic and vev, and the coefficients of the dimension-6 and -8 operators. In this appendix, we relate combinations of these inputs to precisely measured quantities. The relationships are well known in the SM, and have been worked out previously for the dimension-6 SMEFT [34, 73, 74] . The same methods are applied here, extended to include dimension-6-squared terms and linear dimension-8 terms as they are the same order in 1/Λ. As explained in the text, we work in the Warsaw basis throughout.
Only a subset of our operators are important for setting the EW inputs. Next, we must diagonalize the kinetic and mass terms for the neutral gauge fields. This can be done following Refs. [73, 97] Expanding the covariant derivative and going to diagonal form, we can extract the couplings to the photon, Z and W bosons: 
HQ and adding in all dimension-8 operators with equal magnitude coefficients and mixed signs as in the bottom panel of Fig. 2 . The blue, red, and dashed black lines correspond to the same scenarios as in Fig. 2 . The current limit on c at low values of the dimension-6 coupling is less pronounced than it was in Figs . 2 and 3 . This is due to the fact that a larger dimension-6 contribution to the cross section means Λ 8 can be lower before the A SM × A dim-6 > A SM × A dim-8 EFT validity criteria is violated. The Λ 8 = Λ 6 line in this scenario is difficult to see because it hugs the blue line.
Next, we repeat the exercise assuming the only dimension-6 operator is O H , with coefficient c H . As c H only modifies terms in the cross section at O(ŝ −1 ), its impact on the cross section is very small. One might expect that a suppressed dimension-6 piece could receive large relative dimension-8 corrections. However, our EFT validity requirement A SM × A dim-6 > A SM × A dim-8 prevents this from happening. Notice that the majority of the Λ 6 = Λ 8 line lies outside of the region where we trust the EFT. In terms of new physics scales inferred by measurements of |∆µ|, |∆µ(pp → h W + )| = 0.1, the new physics scale ranges from 1.15 TeV (no dim-8) to 1.24 TeV (max dim-8), a 7% shift.
